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Lot

Description

6

A rare vintage Kenner made Star Wars ' Cloud City Playset ' action figure playset. Comes complete, including all four 'exclusive' figures
- Dengar, Ugnaught, Han Solo Bespin and Lobot. Each with their original weapons present. The playset is 100% complete, including the
often-lost foot clips. The ca ...[more]

8

Only Fools & Horses - an original prop ' London Pride ' beer mat, as used in the final trilogy c2001. The beer mat comes autographed by
Roy Heather ( Sid ). Adding ' Cheers ' to his autograph. The beer mat being framed and glazed along with a photograph of Sid behind
The Nags Head bar. With cert ...[more]

11

The Evil Of Frankenstein 1964 Horror / Sci-Fi film - Starring Peter Cushing - An original 1960's French large size cinema movie poster.
Great artwork depicting Frankenstein's Monster with figures and machinery to background. Linen backed paper. Measures: 160cm x
120cm.

13

A rare vintage local interest Wrestling poster, likely 1970's, for the ' Entertainment Centre, Yate ' ( Bristol ). Featuring ' All American
Clash - Mighty John Quinn Vs Pat Barrett ' and Mr Yasu Fuji. Black and white, with green and red border / boxes. Measures approx;
76cm x 51cm. Rare poster.

20

A fantastic England World Cup Winners 1966 team / squad autographed replica shirt presentation. The ' World Cup Winners ' red shirt
autographed to the front by Geoff Hurst, Bobby Charlton, Ray Wilson, Jack Charlton, Roger Hunt, Martin Peters, George Cohen,
Gordon Banks and Nobby Stiles. All neatly s ...[more]

24

Adam Ant - English Singer / Songwriter - Adam & The Ants - signed 8x10" colour photograph of Ant in typical outfit. Signed neatly in
black ink. Obtained in person by the vendor. Rare.

25

James Bond 007 Tomorrow Never Dies 1997 (starring Pierce Brosnan, Michelle Yeoh, Teri Hatcher) - A rare original cinema premier
advertising promotional display poster set of cardboard cutouts depicting Pierce Brosnan as James Bond, Michelle Yeoh as Wai Lin and
Teri Hatcher as Paris Carver. Made of t ...[more]

27

Debbie Reynolds (1932-2016) - Singin' In The Rain - rare autographed 8x10" black and white photograph from the movie. Signed neatly
by Reynolds in black ink. Obtained in person by the vendor.

31

Robert Duvall - American Actor - The Godfather - rare signed 8x10" colour photograph of Duvall from The Godfather. Signed in black ink
to a light portion of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor.

33

Jason Bourne (2016) - rare dual-signed / autographed 16x12" movie poster photograph signed by Matt Damon and director Paul
Greengrass. Both signed in black marker. Obtained in person by the vendor at the UK premiere. Rare.

38

David Suchet - English Actor - 8x10" colour photograph in his most famous role as Agatha Christie's ' Hercule Poirot '. Signed in black
ink, largely across a light portion of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor.

39

' The Blackburn Bullet ' by Ray Goldbrough GMA - A limited edition Watercolour Artwork print published by Solomon & Whitehead
Limited. The print depicting Carl Fogarty riding his Ducati 916 at Donnington in April 1998. Signed by both the Artist and Carl Fogarty to
bottom and numbered 174/495 wit ...[more]

42

Tom Conti - Scottish Actor & Director - two original neck ties owned and worn by Conti. The first a large polka-dot 'Kipper' style tie and
the other a Shetland neck tie. Accompanied by a note from Conti's PA confirming their provenance.

47

Katy Perry - American Singer / Songwriter - original hand signed 8x10" colour promotional photograph from the ' California Girls ' music
video. Signed neatly by Perry in black marker, adding a heart. Professionally framed and glazed. With certificate from Famous
Memorabilia. Total size: 42cm x 40cm. ...[more]

52

' The Future's Best ' by Dave Ford - A limited edition acrylic artwork print published by Solomon & Whitehead Limited. The print
depicting Neil Hodgson while riding a Ducati at . Signed by both the Artist and Neil Hodgson to bottom and numbered 113/395 with
certificate of authenticity to the rev ...[more]

55

The Who - English Rock Band formed in 1964 - rare vintage black and white matte promotional photograph, showing all four original
members of the band. Autographed (likely later) by three members - Roger Daltrey, Pete Townshend and John Entwistle. Signed in blue
and black marker to light portions of ...[more]

56

An original vintage ' That's Carry On ' post production script. Housed in blue covers, with pins to top. Dated December 1977. The script
features a detailed shot analysis of the film, with music cues and dialogue cues also present. Rare.

57

Barry Gibb - British / American Singer / Songwriter - The Beegees - rare autographed 8x10" black and white photograph of Gibb on
stage. Signed neatly in black ink, largely to a light portion of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor. Rare.

60

An incredibly rare unique ' That's Life! ' BBC Television credits scroll. The scroll featuring hand painted artwork by Rod Jordon. The
artwork features various topical scenes (or scenes that related specifically to that episode interspersed with printed credits and official
information. For this ep ...[more]

61

Jake Lamottoa - American Boxer - rare and beautifully signed 16x12" black and white photograph of Lamotta during a fight. Signed
neatly in black ink to a light portion of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor. Impressive display piece.

62

James Bond 007 GoldenEye 1995 & Tomorrow Never Dies 1997 (starring Pierce Brosnan as 007) - A group of rare original cinema
premier advertising promotional display cardboard cutouts. Comprising Bond standing with gun from GoldenEye with 007 movie logo
board. GoldenEye Bond girl cutout and Bond ...[more]

63

Annie Lennox - Scottish singer / songwriter - Eurythmics - autographed 8x10" colour photograph. Signed in black ink to a light portion of
the image. Obtained in person by the vendor.

64

Only Fools & Horses - an original colour promotional 8x10" photograph from Only Fools & Horses: The Musical signed by all three main
cast members - Ryan Hutton, Tom Bennett, and Paul Whitehouse. All autographs in black marker to light areas. Obtained in person by
the vendor.

65

World Cup 1966 - England Football Team - rare signed certificate by ten of the original team players, comprising: George Cohen,
Gordon Banks, Ray Wilson, Jack Charlton, Alan Ball, Nobby Stiles, Bobby Charlton, Martin Peters, Roger Hunt and Geoff Hurst.
Autographs upon a ' 1966 World Cup Champions ' ...[more]

69

A period 1960's autograph book, signed to the first few inner pages by Leicester City and other footballers. Signatures include; Peter
Shilton, Paddy Buckley, Gordon Banks, Malcolm Clark, the Wolverhampton Wanderers, and a printed Leicester City teamsheet.

70

An original Aardman Animation The Grand Appeal 'Gromit Unleashed' Collectable Figurine ' Mandrille's Best Friend ' ( as created by Vivi
Cuevas ). Appears mint and undisplayed, with certificate, within the original box. Signed to the box and dated 2013. Measures approx;
17cm tall.

71

Terence Stamp - English Actor - original owned and worn neck tie by Stefano Ricci. Comes with a handwritten note from stamp which
reads: ' Seventies 'Kipper' tie, purchased by me in Via Condotti, Rome, to go with a maroon suit ', and then signed. Rare.

73

Gordon Banks (1937-2019) - English professional footballer / goalkeeper - a replica World Cup 1966 jersey / shirt. Neatly signed by
Banks across the middle in black marker, adding ' Best Wishes '. Shirt as new, with tags. Impressive display piece. Obtained in person
by the vendor.

74

Rag 'N' Bone Man - Rory Graham - British Singer / Songwriter - autographed signed 8x10" colour photograph. Signed in blue marker to
the front. 3/4 length pose, depicting him with an award. Obtained in person by the vendor. Framed.

79

Tori Amos - American Singer / Songwriter - signed 11x14" colour album photograph ' The Beekeeper '. Neatly signed by Amos in blue
marker to a light portion of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor.

82

The Spice Girls - English pop girl group formed in 1994 - rare signed ' Pepsi Music - Spice Girls Istanbul '97 ' promotional autograph
sheet. Signed by each Spice Girl in a different colour marker. Signed by: Mel B, Mel C, Victoria, Emma Bunton and Geri Halliwell. A4 in
size. Crumpled paper. Rare.

84

A rare 1950's (1958) Boxing Tournament ' National Sporting Club ' programme / brochure, dated Tuesday 9th December 1958 from the
Cafe Royal, London. Autographed / signed to the back page by various celebrities who were in attendance. Autographs include; William
' Billy ' Butlin, Donald Campbell, Tom ...[more]

88

A rare ' AC/DC Live At River Plate ' promotional DVD Launch Event plastic banner poster - dual signed in black ink by Angus Young
(Guitarist) and Brian Johnson (Singer). Both obtained in person at the event, by the vendor. A fantastic display piece. Rare. Measures
approx; 53cm x 136cm.

92

Sir Bobby Robson (1933-2009) - English Footballer and Football Manager - a rare and impressive large photograph of Robson as
England Manager at Italia 90. Neatly signed by Robson in black ink to a light portion of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor.
Measures approx; 46cm x 61cm

94

The Last Samurai (2003 starring Tom Cruise, Ken Watanabe and Koyuki) - An original production made prop arrow. The arrow made of
wood with wrapped fiber flame arrow end. Measures 97cm long.

98

Tom Cruise - American Actor & Producer - a rare 8x10" colour photograph of Cruise as Maverick in Top Gun. Neatly signed by the actor
in black ink to a light portion of the image. Professionally mounted alongside images from the movie. Framed and glazed to a total size
of approx; 51cm x 61cm. Obt ...[more]

99

The Rolling Stones - an incredible rare early black and white 8x10" publicity photograph, depicting the original line-up of The Stones
near London Bridge in the early 1960's. Signed to the front by all members - Mick Jagger, Charlie Watts, Brian Jones, Keith Richards,
and Bill Wyman. All signed in b ...[more]

101

The Rolling Stones - a rare early 1960's signed / autographed piece of paper / envelope by the original line-up of The Rolling Stones Mick Jagger, Bill Wyman, Keith Richards, Brian Jones and Charlie Watts. Each signed in blue ballpoint. Some folds, but displays well. A
rare signed piece.Provenance ...[more]

103

A rare vintage local interest Bristol Colston Hall Wrestling poster. Featuring ' Sensational Tag Team Challenge Contest - Big Daddy Vs
Fit Finlay '. Pictorial images in black and white with a pink starred border and other red text. 75cm x 49cm. Rare.

108

Take That - English Pop Group Formed in 1989 - a rare early fully signed / autographed promotional postcard. Signed to the reverse by
all members - Gary Barlow, Howard Donald, Mark Owen, Jason Orange and Robbie Williams. Largely signed in biro, but Mark having
signed in orange marker. Rare. 6x4" Pro ...[more]

109

Rambo First Blood 1982 American Action Film - Starring Sylvester Stallone - An original vintage 1980's Italian cinema movie poster.
Depicting Stallone as John Rambo. Linen backed paper. Measures approx:105 x 140cm.

112

Russel Crowe - New Zealand Actor & Producer - rare personal baseball cap worn by the actor during his time with Oprah Winfrey in
Sydney, 2010. The baseball cap bears the emblems and notation for ' The Rabbitohs ' - Russel's Rugby League Club. The cap comes
signed by Crowe who has also added ' Th ...[more]

115

Only Fools & Horses - ' The Sky's The Limit ' original script page autographed by Sir David Jason ( Del Boy ) and Ron Aldridge ( Bronco
). The script page (Page 62) features dialogue between Trigger, Alan & Mike. Script signed in black and blue pen, to the left-hand
margin. With certificate ...[more]

116

Lost World: Jurassic Park (1997 starring Jeff Goldblum, Julianne Moore, Vince Vaughn, Richard Attenborough) An original Cinema
Lobby Premier large acrylic advertising sign depicting the iconic Jurassic Park logo. Repaired to top section. Measures: 78cm x 109cm.

124

Mike Tyson - American Former Professional Boxer - an incredible pair of replica ' Mike Tyson ' boxing shorts. Autographed / signed by
Tyson in silver marker to the right-hand side. An impressive display item. Obtained in person by the vendor. Rare.

129

Al Pacino - American Actor & Filmmaker - Scarface - autographed colour 8x10" photograph from the movie. Signed by Pacino in blue
marker to a light portion of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor. Framed. Rare.

130

Only Fools & Horses - an original prop letter from the 2001 episode ' If They Could See Us Now '. Printed on A4 paper, the prop letter
comes headed from ' JW Collectors Agency ', and is an eviction notice for the Trotter's flat. It comes autographed in black ink by David
Jason ( Del ). With cert ...[more]

131

Jeremy Irons - English Actor - an original owned and worn neck tie. Red, with Disney Mickey Mouse featuring to the front. Accompanied
by a hand signed note from the actor which reads ' ...I have pleasure in enclosing one of my ties. I confirm that it has been worn by me
on one occasion, not more tha ...[more]

136

Il Divo - Male quartet vocal group - rare full band autographed 16x12" colour photograph. Signed by all four members (Carlos Marín, Urs
Bühler, Sébastien Izambard and David Miller) in black ink. Obtained in person by the vendor. Rare.

141

Celine Dion - Canadian Singer - beautiful large 18x12" colour photographic poster of Dion. Signed neatly in black ink to a light portion of
the image. Obtained in person by the vendor, in London. Rare.

145

A rare original vintage (believed 1970's / 1980's) unheard Rolling Stones studio tape. The 7 1/2 RTR Stereo tape comes within it's
original box, which is labelled ' Stones - 5 Edited Album Intros '. The tape features a selection of edited album intros of ' Honky Tonk
Women ', all clearly from differ ...[more]

150

Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother - an incredibly rare official black and white photograph of the Wedding of Princess Elizabeth and
Philip Mountbatten in 1947. The group photograph depicting all Royals present at the occasion. Signed to the card border by The Queen
Mother, simply ' Elizabeth R '. Sig ...[more]

153

Two novelty Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck vintage style cast metal models to include; Mickey & Minnie mouse on a motorbike and
Donald Duck with Pluto in a car. Both having moving wheels. Measures; 16cm.

157

Sir Richard Attenborough (1923-2014) - English Actor, Filmmaker & Author - original owned and work neck tie. The tie being blue with
red polka dots. Accompanied by a letter from Attenborough's PA which reads, in part: ' Sir Richard has asked me to write on his
behalf...before he left he was able ...[more]

159

Buddy Holly - (1936-1959) - American musician, singer / songwriter and Rock 'n' Roll pioneer - an incredibly rare original autograph on
an album page. Signed neatly in pencil. Professionally mounted beneath an image of Holly playing his Fender Stratocaster guitar.
Comes with a certificate of authent ...[more]

160

Abba - Swedish Pop Group formed in 1972 - rare fully signed autographed vintage ' Abba Live ' promotional postcard. Signed to the
front by all four members - Benny Andersson, Anni-Frid Lyngstad, Agnetha Fältskog, and Björn Ulvaeus. Each signed in blue ink. Neatly
mounted beneath a large colour promo ...[more]

162

A collection of Aardman Animation DVD's and CD's mostly Shaun The Sheep in various European languages along with 2x Wallace &
Gromit soft toy DVD sets.

167

A collection of 4x Sony Production Inc made Aardman Animation Wallace & Gromit boxed sterling silver merchandise to include;
Earings, Dog Tag, Pin and Mobile phone Strap.

171

Two vintage neck ties owned and worn by Sir John Gielgud ( 1904-2000 ) and Paul Scofield (1922-2008). Both obtained in the early
1990's for a Royal British Legion fundraising auction. The Paul Scofield tie comes with an letter which reads ' Worn at Memorial Service
for Lord Olivier ( Laurence Olivie ...[more]

183

Out Of Sight: 1998 (starring George Clooney, Jennifer Lopez and Ving Rhames etc). Original production made prop newspaper. 'The
Florida Herald' tells the story of 'Two Convicts Killed, Three Others Remain At Large In Daring Escape' and shows photograph of the
actors (inc. Clooney). Full size prop ne ...[more]

185

An original vintage 1980's Ken Dodd ' Tickling Stick ' complete in original branded outer sleeve. Made famous by the British comedian
Sir Kenneth Arthur Dodd OBE. Measures: 63cm long.

187

Cary Grant - English-born ( Bristol ) American Actor - autographed album page. Signed in blue ink. Mounted beneath a black and white
photograph of Grant in a half length seated pose. Framed and glazed to a total size of: 45cm x 33cm. Rare.

190

US Presidents - a wonderful rare autograph display featuring the signatures of x5 US Presidents. All neatly cut from letters / books, and
each mounted beneath a full colour group photograph. Autographs comprise: Richard Nixon, Ronald Reagan, Gerald Ford, George
Bush and James ' Jimmy ' Carter. Profe ...[more]

195

Only Fools & Horses - a rare original vintage ' The Very Best Of... ' Only Fools And Horses VHS cover being autographed by many of
the cast. All signed in black marker, to include; David Jason ( Del ), Nicholas Lyndhurst ( Rodney ), Tessa Peake Jones ( Raquel ), Sue
Holderness ( Marlene ), Patri ...[more]

196

Harvey Keitel - American Actor & Producer - rare signed 8x10" colour photograph from Reservoir Dogs. Signed by Keitel in black ink
across a light portion of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor. Rare.

197

The Saturdays - English Girl Group, formed in 2007 - full band signed photograph, autographed by: Frankie Bridge, Una Healy, Rochelle
Humes, Mollie King and Vanessa White in various pens. Some faded. With certificate from Famous Memorabilia. Framed. Total size:
45cm x 46cm.

200

The Beatles - an incredible Beatles autographed presentation. Comprising of x4 hand signed Beatles autographs signed on pages from
a diary, mounted alongside photographs of the band and a ' Can't Buy Me Love ' 45rpm record. Features the autographs of Paul
McCartney (dedicated 'To Yvonne'), George H ...[more]

205

Only Fools & Horses - ' To Hull & Back ' original script page autographed by Sir David Jason ( Del Boy ). The script page (Page 6)
features dialogue between Del, Mike and Rodney. Script signed in black pen by Jason to the left-hand margin. With certificate from the
OFAH Appreciation Society. ...[more]

209

James Denton - American Actor ( Desperate Housewives ) hand signed American baseball - signed neatly in black ink to a clear side.
Accompanied by the ticket from the baseball game, also signed. All obtained in person. Rare.

210

Walt Disney - American Entrepreneur, Animator, Voice Actor and Film Producer - rare autographed book page. Signed in fountain pen,
the signature being slightly faded. Framed and mounted beneath a black and white publicity photograph from Snow White. A rare
autograph. Total size: 16x12". Provenance: ...[more]

215

Lady Gaga - American singer, songwriter and actress - rare autographed album cover from ' A Star Is Born '. Neatly signed in gold ink
by Gaga to the front. Professionally mounted alongside images from the movie. Framed and glazed to a total size of: 44cm x 55cm.
Rare. Obtained in person by the vendo ...[more]

216

Tulisa Contostavlos - English singer, songwriter and television personality - autographed 8x10" colour photograph. Three quarter length
pose, signed in blue marker across a light portion of the image. Professionally framed to a total size of; 46cm x 35cm. With certificate
from Famous Memorabilia

218

Andy Serkis - English Actor & Director - signed 8x10" colour photograph of Serkis as Supreme Leader Snoke from ' The Last Jedi '.
Signed in black ink to a light portion of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor.

219

3000 Miles To Graceland (2001 Kurt Russell, Kevin Costner, Courteney Cox) - Two original screen prop used robbery proceeds 100
and 50 dollar bank notes. Neatly presented in display frame. Measures 36cm x 27cm.

221

Nicole Scherzinger - American Singer, Songwriter and member of The Pussycat Dolls - autographed 8x10" colour photograph, depicting
Scherzinger in a seated pose. Signed neatly in black ink, adding a ' Peace ' symbol. Professionally framed and glazed, with certificate
from Famous Memorabilia.

222

Only Fools & Horses - an original vintage plastic Pineapple Ice Bucket from Del Boy's bar in Only Fools & Horses. Being a genuine
vintage plastic Britvic style ice bucket, this one comes with two letters of authenticity - the first from 'MGM Cars' who supplied props and
vehicles to the serie ...[more]

223

Lady Gaga - American singer, songwriter and actress - autographed colour 8x10" photograph. Being a colour publicity photograph from
the music video for ' Telephone '. Signed in black marker, largely across a light portion of the image. Professionally framed to a total size
of: 48cm x 36cm. With cert ...[more]

226

Gareth Edwards - English Film Director & Screenwriter - original 8x10" autographed photograph of Edwards on set of the Star Wars
movie ' Rogue One '. Neatly signed by Edwards in blue marker to a light portion of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor.

229

Ella Jane Fitzgerald (1917-1996) - American jazz singer. An original hand written autographed thank you letter and envelope signed to
bottom. The artist sometimes being referred to as the First Lady of Song, Queen of Jazz, and Lady Ella., Framed and glazed. Measures:
29cm x 24cm.

230

Only Fools & Horses - a fantastic 8x10" black and white promotional photograph from the series, hand signed by Sir David Jason ( Del )
and Roger Lloyd Pack ( Trigger - 1944-2014). Pack having signed the photograph twice. All autographs in black ink. With certificate from
the OFAH Appreciation So ...[more]

231

Wild Wild West (1999 starring Will Smith, Kevin Kline and Salma Hayek) - An original film used banknote movie prop reading ' El
Estadio De Sonora For Motion Picture Use Only '. Neatly presented in ebonised frame display. Measures 32cm x 23cm.

232

Rian Johnson - American Filmmaker - 8x10" full colour photograph of Johnson on set of Star Wars ' The Last Jedi '. Signed by Johnson
in gold ink to a light portion of the image. Autograph obtained in person by the vendor, at the Last Jedi premiere.

238

Aiden Turner - Irish born Actor - Poldark - rare signed 11x14" colour promotional photograph from the series, signed by Turner in black
ink across the centre of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor.

246

Pixie Lott - English singer, songwriter, and actress - autographed colour promotional photograph. Signed in black marker largely across
a light portion. Professionally framed to a total size of: 48cm x 37cm. With certificate.

251

Antonio Banderas - Spanish Actor - autographed 11x14" colour photographic movie poster from The Legend Of Zorro. Signed neatly by
Banderas in black marker to a light portion of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor.

253

Cher Lloyd - English singer, songwriter, and model. Autographed / signed CD ' Sticks & Stones '. Signed by Lloyd in black marker
across the album cover. Professionally framed and glazed with a promotional ' Swagger Jagger ' photograph. Total size approx; 64cm x
40cm. With certificate.

254

Donnie Yen - Hong Kong born Actor - original 8x11.5" full colour photograph of Yen in character as Chirrut from ' Rogue One - A Star
Wars Story '. Signed in black ink across the central portion of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor.

256

Wayne Rooney - English Footballer for England, Manchester United and Everton - autograph. White card signed in black ink. Mounted
beneath a photograph of Rooney with the Carling Cup. Framed. Total size: 47cm x 37cm. With certificate.

257

Mick Hucknall - English Singer / Songwriter - Simply Red - autographed 8x10" black and white photograph. Signed in blue marker
across a light portion of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor.

259

Rita Ora - English singer, songwriter and actress - colour autographed 8x10" photograph. Signed in black ink across a light portion of
the image. Signature with some fading. Professionally framed and glazed to a total size of: 48cm x 35cm. With certificate.

260

Only Fools & Horses - ' The Sky's The Limit ' original script page autographed by Sir David Jason ( Del Boy ) and John Challis ( Boycie
). The script page (Page 103) features dialogue between Del and Boycie. Script signed in black pen, to the left-hand margin. With
certificate from the OFAH Appr ...[more]

261

Banksy - A 2015 Dismaland Bemusement Park exhibition large black balloon with the wording 'I'm am an Imbecile' to front in a large
white font, formerly filled with helium and available at the park. The balloon being displayed on black card and plastic wrapped.
Measures; 81cm x 66cm.

266

If 1968 British Drama Film - Starring Malcolm McDowell - An original 1960's French large size cinema movie poster. Great artwork
depicting two public school boys, one holding a machine gun in front a grenade backdrop. Linen backed paper. Measures: 120cm x
160cm.

270

Fatal Attraction (1987) - Glenn Close & Michael Douglas rare dual-signed 8x10" colour movie poster photograph. Signed by both in blue
marker. Obtained in person by the vendor, when the stars visited London. Rare to have both on one item.

274

Mel Brooks - American Comedian, Actor & Director - rare signed 8x10" ' Blazing Saddles ' movie poster photograph signed by Brooks in
black ink to a light portion of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor. Rare.

275

Adolf Hitler - (1889 - 1945 ) German Politician & Leader of the Nazi Party - scarce hand signed document. The document - appearing to
be the lower section of a letter is signed by Hitler in black fountain pen. Typed text dates it to 10th June 1943 and a further signature of a
Generalleutnant al ...[more]

276

Pádraig Harrington - Irish Professional Golfer - autographed 8x10" colour image of Harrington with trophy. Signed in black marker to a
light portion of the image. Professionally framed and matted alongside a ' Royal Birkdale 2008 ' flag and another photograph. With
certificate. Framed & glazed ...[more]

281

Christian Bale - English Actor - rare signed 8x10" colour photograph from Bale in American Psycho. Signed neatly by Bale in blue paint
pen across a light portion of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor.

284

A vintage 1940's autograph book, originally belonging to an autograph collector in Clifton, Bristol. The book features a mixture of
autographs from stars of stage and screen, as well as doodles, sketches and drawings. Autographs include; James Robertson, Lillian
Webb, Alan Murray, Charles Smart, Dic ...[more]

285

Rain Man (1988) - an incredibly rare dual signed photograph by main stars Tom Cruise and Dustin Hoffman. Both signed in black
marker to light portions of the image. Professionally mounted alongside photographs from the film, and with a metal plaque. Both
obtained in person by the vendor, in London. ...[more]

289

Vin Diesel - American Actor, Director & Writer - rare signed 8x10" photograph of Diesel in 'XXX'. Signed in blue marker across a light
portion of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor.

292

George Johnny Johnson - Last Surviving Dambuster - A large and impressive digital composite print ' Incoming Threat ' by Piotr
Forkasiewicz. Depicting a WWII Second World War Lancaster Bomber and it's crew, with an enemy lurking behind. Wonderfully detailed
poster print. Autographed by last survivin ...[more]

296

Star Wars ' The Force Awakens ' - an incredible original autograph presentation. Comprising of several signed 8x10" photographs,
signed by the main stars of the franchise: Daisy Ridley, Oscar Isaac, John Boyega, Adam Driver and Director JJ Abrams. Ridley, Driver
and and Isaac signed in black marker, ...[more]

297

A collection of Nici and other made Aardman Animation Shaun The Sheep prototype 2015 samples to include; Duck Yabba 25cm,
Shaun The Sheep, Shaun Beaners, Iwaya Message Mascot, Timmy, Bitzer squeezy toy, Bitzer, Bitzer and cat. Each with sample labels.

299

Harry Potter And The Prisoner Of Azkaban (2004) - an incredibly rare full main cast autographed display. Comprising of the following
autographs; Daniel Radcliffe ( Harry ), Rupert Grint (Ron), Emma Watson (Hermione) and JK Rowling (the author). All neatly signed to
white cards in black ink. Professi ...[more]

300

A stunning and unique Apollo Moonwalkers autograph presentation. The matted display featuring signed pieces from all twelve Apollo
Moon Walker astronauts, including; Neil Armstrong (1930-2012), Buzz Aldrin, Pete Conrad (1930-1999), Alan Bean (1932-2018), Alan
Shepard (1923-1998), Edgar Mitchell (19 ...[more]

301

A retro 1999 Wicke Lone Star 007 The World Is Not Enough card backed replica cap gun. Measures; 18cm long.

302

The Beatles - a full set of period 1960's Beatles autographs, believed to be fan club secretarials, very likely by George Harrison himself.
The autographs were obtained by the vendor when she sent her autograph book in to the fanclub in the early 1960's. A few weeks later
it came back duly signed. T ...[more]

306

Hugh Laurie - English Actor, Writer & Musician - signed 8x10" colour photograph of Laurie as Dr House in the Fox medical series '
House '. Signed in black ink across a light portion of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor.

311

A Lenox Disney Showcase collection limited edition ( 3225 / 3500 ) sculptured ceramic model titled Dancing With Snow White. The
model depicting snow white dancing with two of the seven dwarves dressed in a long coat. Measures; 20cm tall.

312

Cliff Richard Reveille - An original 1960's American cinema film movie US large poster. Great artwork depicting the Cliff Richard with
titles.

314

Ray Winstone - British Actor - autographed 8x10" colour ' Sexy Beast ' poster photograph. Signed by Winstone in black ink to a light
portion of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor.

316

A Marilyn Monroe vintage style cast metal hand painted doorstop figurative model of Marilyn Monroe in the iconic pose wearing a white
dress. Measures; 34cm.

318

Straw Dogs / Cane Di Paglia 1971 Thriller Film, - Starring Dustin Hoffman and Susan George - An original vintage Italian 1970's cinema
movie poster. Great artwork depicting the actor and a beast made of straw on flame ground. Linen backed paper. Measures: 104cm x
130cm.

325

Only Fools & Horses - an original rehearsal script from the spin-off / prequel series ' Rock And Chips '. The script being that of James
Buckley, who played Derek Trotter in the series - named ' James ' to the top. Autographed to the front by Phil Daniels ( Grandad ). A5
original script. Along w ...[more]

326

Naomi Watts - British Actress - autographed 8x10" movie poster from ' Diana ' (2013). Signed neatly in black ink across the bottom of
the image. Obtained in person by the vendor.

327

Only Fools & Horses - an original Model Best made 1/43 scale precision diecast model E-Type Jaguar, autographed to the front by Only
Fools And Horses actor John Challis ( Boycie ) - signed in black marker, adding his character name beneath. A white E-Type Jaguar
famously featured in the Series 1 ...[more]

328

A collection of 3x original Robert Harrop Camberwick Green figurine busts corpsing: CHG01 Windy Miller Warm Work Bust limited
edition 94/100, CGYP02 Windy Miller Bust and CGYP03 PC McGarry Bust. Measures: 16cm tall. All consigned from a private collection
and have been displayed. No boxes or certifi ...[more]

330

John Lydon / Johnny Rotten - English Singer / Songwriter - member of The Sex Pistols - a superb autograph display, comprising of a
signed card in black ink, professionally mounted alongside images of Rotten, with a metal plaque. Obtained in person by the vendor.
Framed and glazed to a total size of ...[more]

334

An original Robert Harrop Designs Ltd The Camberwick Green Collection figurines to include; Miss Lovelace CG28, Miss Lovelace
CG111, Jonathan Bell ( Farmer ) CG03, Cuthbert's Aunt CGFG04, Mrs. Honeyman CG04, Mrs Honeyman With Pram CG77, Jonathan
Bell And His Cow CGYP05 and Miss Lovelace & Mrs Co ...[more]

335

Russell Crowe - New Zealand born actor - Cinderella Man - a rare signed Title made boxing glove. Signed by Crowe to the top in black
marker. Obtained in person by the vendor, in London. Rare.

336

A collection of 5x original Robert Harrop Designs Ltd The Camberwick Green Collection ' Monochrome ' figurines comprising: CGMC10
The Music Box limited edition 128/250 (signed), CGMC03 Mrs Honeyman 172/250 (signed), CGMC04 Mickey Murphy Baker 189/250
(signed), Captain Snort Soldier 144/250 and CGMI ...[more]

338

Rocketman (2019) - Elton John Biopic Movie - rare 11x14" cast signed photograph. Autographed by stars Taron Egerton, Bryce Dallas
Howard, Gemma Jones, Director Dexter Fletcher and songwriter Bernie Taupin. All obtained in person by the vendor at the UK premiere
in London.

345

An original rare vintage c1950 Poole Speedway advertising season race dates poster for June at Poole Stadium. National Trophy race
dates June 14th 3rd round Swindon, June 21th Southern Shield Bristol, June 28th National League Div. II Coventry and July 5th World
Championship ( 1st Round ). All in bl ...[more]

346

Sir Elton John - English singer/songwriter, pianist and composer - beautiful autographed 11x14" black and white photograph of John in
typical dress, being a full length pose. Signed by John in black marker to a lower portion of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor.
Impressive display piece.

348

Valerie Singleton - English Television & Radio Presenter - two vintage Blue Peter annuals - both signed. Autograph in blue ink to the
inner pages. Comprising ' Special Assignment ' and ' Tenth Book '. Obtained in person.

349

An original rare vintage c1950 Speedway Racing advertising poster for Wembley Empire Stadium reading ' Matches Every Thursday At
7.45 p.m., Spectacular Interval Attraction, Strong Second Half Programme '. All text in blue and red with light blue and red ink graphics.
Measures; 76cm x 51cm. Condition ...[more]

350

Only Fools & Horses - a rare original production-used prop ' Gangsta Pop ' magazine cover, as seen in the 2001 episode ' If They Could
See Us Now '. The production used cover in the form of a fictional music magazine, comes hand signed by David Jason ( Del ) and has
been professionally framed an ...[more]

351

Nelson Mandela - (1918-2013) - South African anti-apartheid revolutionary, political leader, and philanthropist who served as President
of South Africa from 1994 to 1999 - incredibly rare autograph presentation, comprising of a signed frontis page from the book ' In The
Words Of Nelson Mandela '. Ne ...[more]

352

'Heroes' by G.T. Holmes - autographed print of footballing / football legends. Signed by the artist, along with Jimmy Greenhoff, Gordon
Banks, Stanley Matthews and Terry Conroy. Numbered and signed edition (172/350). Unframed. Total size approx; 42cm x 59cm. Rare.

The Who - Roger Daltrey & Pete Townshend - a beautiful autograph display, comprising of two signed cards by Daltrey & Townshend,
355

professionally mounted alongside images of them on stage. Both obtained in person by the vendor. Framed and glazed to a total size of
55cm x 44cm. Rare.

357

Extremely Wicked Shockingly Evil And Vile (2019) rare cast signed 14x11" photograph movie poster. Signed by Zac Efron, Lily Collins
and Director Joe Berlinger. The film being based on the story of serial killer Ted Bundy. All signed in black ink to light portions of the
image. Obtained in person by ...[more]

360

Only Fools & Horses - a charming replica ' Trigger's Broom ' prop broom head, autographed by actor Roger Lloyd Pack ( Trigger ) in
black ink. Trigger, a roadsweeper in the series, had many famous exchanges about his broom over the years - ' Always look after your
broom! '. Obtained in person by ...[more]

362

Paul Simonon - English Musician - Guitarist for The Clash - autographed 8x10" colour photograph of Simonon, on stage. Signed neatly
in gold pen across a dark portion of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor. Rare.

365

Only Fools & Horses - a Trivial Pursuit board game playing board autographed by actor Daniel Hill ( Stephen ). During a famous scene
in the episode ' The Jolly Boys Outing ' the game is played, with many funny exchanges between Del and Stephen. The board comes
autographed in gold ink, and Hill h ...[more]

367

A collection of autographs, largely relating to James Bond, to include; an autograph album signed by Paul Weston (Stuntman), George
Leech (Stuntman), Desmond Llewelyn (Q), George Lazenby (James Bond), Syd Cain (Production Designer) and others. x9 autographs
within the book. Along with x4 signed phot ...[more]

370

Only Fools & Horses - an original themed Monopoly set autographed by x20 of the original cast. Autographs include; Philip McGough,
Vas Blackwood, Michelle Winstanley, Tessa Peake Jones, Robin Driscoll, Paul Barber, Michael Jayston, Phillip Pope, Gwyneth Strong,
Nick Stringer, Patrick Murray, Dan ...[more]

372

An original rare vintage c1950 Bristol Speedway advertising poster for the League Match Bristol v. White City at the Knowle Stadium on
Friday, Aug. 12th, at 7.30p.m. All in black and red text. Measures; 57cm x 44cm. Condition; Crease lines and some ink transfer.

376

A collection of 5x 1970's and later Movie Theatre Cinema Press Pack Brochures to include; Battle Of Britain , Ice Station Zebra, The
Making Of 1941, James Bond 007, Mackenna's Gold.

377

Only Fools & Horses - a collection of assorted autographs from the series, including: a colour 8x10" photograph signed by Nicholas
Lyndhurst, a Series Two autographed VHS cover by Nicholas Lyndhurst, a multi-signed DVD cover by Tessa Peake Jones, Ron
Aldridge, Patrick Murray, Sue Holderness, Joh ...[more]

378

David Tennant - Scottish Actor - Doctor Who - autographed 8x10" photograph of Tennant as the iconic Dr Who. Signed in black marker
across the central portion of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor.

384

Jodie Whittaker - Doctor Who - autographed 8x10" colour photograph of the actress as Doctor Who / Dr Who. Signed in black ink,
Whittaker adding a small heart. Obtained in person by the vendor.

386

A collection of assorted vintage 1930's / 1940's photographs and autographs from various stars of stage and screen. Many printed,
some hand signed and some unsigned, to include; Valerie Lawson, Wilson, Kepple & Betty, Lucan & McShane, Freddie Forbes, Issy
Bonn, Margaret Lockwood and others. ...[more]

390

Only Fools & Horses - a superb autograph montage presentation, comprising of x2 colour 8x10" photographs signed by David Jason (
Del ) and Nicholas Lyndhurst ( Rodney ). Signed in blue and black marker respectively. Professionally framed and glazed alongside
photographs from the series. Total si ...[more]

394

A collection of 10x assorted British actor / actresses autographs - largely themed around British Comedy, to include; Julie Dawn Cole
(Charlie & The Chocolate Factory), George Cole (Minder - x2 signed photos), John Challis, Sue Holderness (flyers and ticket),
Christopher Ryan (x2), and Jim Broad ...[more]

395

Straw Dogs Thriller Film, - Starring Dustin Hoffman and Susan George - An original vintage 1970's cinema movie poster. Great artwork
depicting the actor a with shattered glasses. Linen backed paper. Measures: 198cm x 109cm.

396

Jenna Louise Coleman - English Actress - beautiful autographed 11x14" photograph of her as Queen Victoria in ' Victoria ' the ITV
series. Signed by Coleman in black ink across the centre of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor.

398

Only Fools & Horses - a rare dual signed / autographed DVD from the ' DVD Collection ', signed in black ink by David Jason and
Nicholas Lyndhurst. Professionally mounted alongside images from the series and framed. Total size approx; 54cm x 59cm. With
certificate from the OFAH Appreciation Socie ...[more]

399

Sir Laurence Olivier (1907-1989) - English Actor & Director - a scarce large-format black and white photograph showing a young Olivier
seated in a half-length pose. Autographed to the right hand corner to a lighter area in fountain pen ink ' With Best Wishes, Laurence
Olivier, 1944 '. 16x12" pho ...[more]

404

Manny Pacquiao - Filipino professional boxer - rare autographed boxing glove. Signed neatly to top in black marker, Pacquiao adding
his nickname ' Pacman ' underneath. Rare. Obtained in person by the vendor.

406

The Last Knight (2015 starring Clive Owen, Morgan Freeman). An original screen used fabric banner of large size decorated with
medallions and crests having gilt tassel ends. Double sided with one vibrant side and the other distressed and darkened. Complete with
Premier Prop certificate. Measures: 22 ...[more]

407

An original 1980's (1988) ' The Great Court Run - The Chariots Of Fire Race ' Trinity College, Cambridge souvenir brochure.
Autographed / signed to the interior by several of those present, including Sebastian Coe, Steve Cram and Daley Thompson. A printed
signature of Dodi Fayed is also present with ...[more]

408

Only Fools & Horses - a collection of x4 8x10" colour photographs signed / autographed by various stars of Only Fools And Horses.
Comprising: Roy Heather (Sid), Nabil Elouahabi (Gary), John Challis & Sue Holderness (Boycie & Marlene - dual signed) and Patrick
Murray (Mickey Pearce). All ...[more]

413

Only Fools & Horses - a collection of vintage Only Fools & Horses related ephemera, to include; 3x original BBC / Newspaper 5x7"
press photographs (for use in various publications) and a collection of vintage Spotlight actor's photographs and information, including;
Roy Marsden (signed), Rog ...[more]

415

Trainspotting 2 (2017) - a rare multi-signed cast 18x12" poster for the movie. Signed by Ewan McGregor, Ewen Bremner, Johnny Lee
Miller, Robert Carlyle and director Danny Boyle. All signed in blue or black ink respectively. Each obtained in person by the vendor, at
the Trainspotting 2 premiere in Lo ...[more]

419

Benny Hill (1924-1992) - English comedian and actor - vintage autographed album page. Signed in blue ink by Hill, undedicated.
Mounted beneath a photograph of Hill in typical form. Mounted. 16x12"

423

Dalziel & Pascoe - Warren Clarke (1947-2014) and Colin Buchanan - autograph presentation from the BBC Detective series.
Comprising of x2 signed white cards from the actors, mounted beneath a photograph from the show. Measures approx; 16x12"

427

Sporting Autographs - a collection of x5 original Sport related autographs - to include; Roger Black, Kevin Keegan, Phil Tufnell,
Annabelle Croft, and Frank Lampard. All on signed promotional postcards. Each mounted, ready for framing. Total size approx; (most)
16x12".

428

Hayden Christensen - Canadian Actor & Producer - original autographed 8x10" full colour photograph of him in Star Wars Attack Of The
Clones. Signed in black ink across a light portion of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor.

431

Michael Schumacher - retired German Formula One / F1 racing driver - a rare autographed replica miniature racing helmet (1/18 scale,
believed). Signed by Schumacher in black ink to one side. The helmet has been impressively and professionally framed alongside
images of Schumacher, and details can be ...[more]

436

Wonderful To Be Young (1961 starring Cliff Richard & The Shadows) - An original 1960's American cinema film movie US one sheet
poster. Great artwork depicting the characters with central artwork and title. Measures: 41" x 26"

437

Monsters Inc ( 2002 ) - 8x10" poster photograph signed by the two main voice actors John Goodman ( Sully ) and Billy Crystal ( Mike ).
Signed to the front by both in black marker. Professionally framed and matted alongside promotional photos from the film. Both obtained
in person by the vendor. Tota ...[more]

438

The Four Pennies - 1960's English Beat Music group / band - original autographed album page signed in blue ballpoint by all four
members. Obtained at the Beachcomber, 17th November 1963. Professionally mounted beneath an image of the band. 16x12" total
size.

444

The Krays (1990) - a beautifully signed 16x12 black and white photograph from the film, signed by Martin Kemp and Gary Kemp. Both
autographs in silver ink to dark areas of the image. Both obtained in person by the vendor. An impressive display piece.

446

Brad Pitt - American Actor & Producer - rare signed colour 8x10" photograph of Pitt from Once Upon A Time In Hollywood. Signed by
Pitt in black marker to the lower left corner. Obtained in person by the vendor.

448

An original vintage theatre production stage used prop costume Samba dancer carnival headdress having stained blue feathers
mounted on cloth head piece sewn with faux pearls and glass bead adornments and droplets. Label to interior for The Orlando
Theatrical Supply. Measures: 75cm tall.

451

Paul Anderson - British Actor - beautiful 14x11" colour photograph of Anderson as Arthur Shelby Jr in Peaky Blinders. Signed neatly in
blue metallic marker across a dark portion of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor. Impressive photograph.

459

Elton John - Leather Jackets (released 1986) - An original vintage 1980's music record shop advertising point of sale display cardboard
panel for the album. Depicting Elton John and others dressed as 'bikers' with motorcycles. No text present. Measures: 30"x40"

460

Axl Rose - American Singer / Songwriter - Guns N Roses - an impressive autograph display, comprising of a colour 8x10" signed
photograph of Rose on stage, neatly signed in silver marker to a dark portion of the image. Mounted alongside images of Rose. Framed
and glazed to a total size of; 44cm x 55c ...[more]

461

Debbie Harry - American Singer / Songwriter - Blondie - autographed 8x10" black and white photograph. Signed in black marker across
a light portion of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor.

463

Al Pacino - American Actor & Filmmaker - Scarface - autographed colour 8x10" photograph of the Scarface movie poster. Signed by
Pacino in black marker to a light portion of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor. Rare.

465

Oasis - English Rock band formed in 1991 - a rare and impressive double-autograph presentation. Featuring the autographs of both
Noel and Liam Gallagher in black ink. Professionally mounted alongside images of the Brothers. Both autographs obtained in person by
the vendor, in London. Framed and glaz ...[more]

466

Michael Madsen - American Actor & Producer - autographed 8x10" colour photograph from Reservoir Dogs. Signed neatly across the
top in blue ink. Obtained in person by the vendor. Rare.

470

Noel Gallagher - English singer / songwriter - Oasis - rare autographed CD presentation, comprising of a CD signed by Gallagher in blue
marker, being professionally mounted alongside an image of Gallagher on stage. Obtained in person by the vendor in London. Rare 'full'
name autograph. Framed and gl ...[more]

471

A collection of 19x assorted 1960's vintage Ty-Phoo Tea promotional give away heart framed musicians to inlcude; The Bachelors, The
Animals, Dave Clark, Joe Brown, Dusty Springfield, Chris Curtis ( The Searchers ) and more. Mostly all in original card boxes.

472

Quentin Tarantino - American Filmmaker & Actor - rare colour 8x10" photograph of Tarantino, signed in blue marker to the left of the
image. Obtained in person by the vendor, during Tarantino's recent visit to London promoting Once Upon A Time In Hollywood. Rare
autograph.

475

The Jam - English Mod / Punk Band - a superb and rare autograph display, featuring the autographs of all three original members - Paul
Weller, Rick Buckler and Bruce Foxton. Professionally mounted alongside a black and white image of the band. Framed and glazed to a
total size of approx 44cm x 55cm. ...[more]

476

Goldie Hawn - American Actress - rare signed reproduction Private Benjamin lobby card (8x10"). Autographed in black ink to a dark
area of the image. Obtained in person by the vendor. Rare autograph.

477

Dads Army - a collection of x4 8x10" photographs signed by two stars of the BBC Sitcom Dad's Army. Comprising; x2 photographs
signed by Frank Williams (The Vicar) and x2 photographs signed by Gordon Peters (various roles). All obtained in person by the vendor.

480

the Godfather (1972) - a superb autographed display relating to the movie. Comprising of an incredible 8x10" reproduction movie poster
hand signed by: Al Pacino, James Caan and Francis Ford Coppola. All obtained in person by the vendor, in London, over many years.
Professionally mounted alongside im ...[more]

481

Debbie Reynolds (1932-2016) - Singin' In The Rain - rare autographed 8x10" colour photograph of the actress. Signed neatly by
Reynolds in black ink. Obtained in person by the vendor.

485

Bono - Irish singer / songwriter & musician - member of U2 - a beautiful autograph presentation comprising of a signed photograph of
Bono, signed neatly in black marker to a light portion of the image, mounted alongside images of the singer. Professionally framed and
glazed to a total size of ap ...[more]

486

The Big Sleep (1978 starring Robert Mitchum, Sarah Miles) - An original vintage 1970's US one sheet poster. Great full ast work with
titles and text throughout. Framed and glazed. Measures: 108cm x 72cm.

495

Quadrophenia (1979) -A beautiful 16x12" Quadrophenia photographic montage photo, signed by many of the original cast. All obtained
in person by the vendor, and each signed in either blue or black marker. To include; Phil Daniels, Leslie Ash, Phil Davis, Toyah Wilcox,
Garry Cooper, Mark Wingett, John ...[more]

497

Edward VIII - (Edward Albert Christian George Andrew Patrick David; 23 June 1894 – 28 May 1972) King of the United Kingdom from
20 January 1936 until his abdication on 11 December 1936. A rare autographed presentation copy of the ' History Of Eton College 1440 to 1898 ' by Sir H.C Maxwell Lyte ' P ...[more]

499

James Bond - a superbly rare and impressive autograph montage, comprising the signatures of every actor to ever play 007. Features
signed cards from; Sean Connery, George Lazenby, Roger Moore, Timothy Dalton, Pierce Brosnan and Daniel Craig. All obtained in
person by the vendor, over the course of m ...[more]

500

An incredible and impressive Muhammad Ali ' Greatest Of All Time ( G.O.A.T ) ' ' Champ's Edition ' book. Published by Taschens. Rare
limited edition to just 1,000 - and comes signed by Ali and Jeff Koons, and features an astonishing array of photographs and
memorabilia, a full list of which comprise ...[more]

A collection of assorted 1950's and later Movie Theatre Cinema advertising lobby cards full and part sets to include; Blue Murder At St.
502

507

Trinian's, Die Hard, Battle Of The Spartans, " One Man Mutiny ", Invitation To A Gunfighter, The Savage Hordes, The Alamo, A Yankee
In King Arthur's Court and much ...[more]

Damien Hirst - English Artist - incredibly rare hand drawn ' Butterfly ' sketch. Drawn in black marker on orange paper, the sketch
measures approx; 20cm x 25cm. Neatly drawn and signed to top, in typical form. Obtained in person by the vendor, outside of his Soho
studio. Rare.

